New Tribalism (Tattooltime)
The impact of this series was astounding; when Tattoo magazines were published as part of a Biker magazine family, Ed Hardy came along and brought his 'high art' sensibilities to publishing. This is the first magazine: The New Tribalism. The others were Tattoo Magic, Life and Death, Music and Sea and finally Art from the Heart. They all presented a snapshot at various disciplines of tattoo art. DeVita, Deustche, Higgs, MShaw... everyone alone, who was doing something interesting in tattooing got the Tattoo Time treatment and a whole generation of artists were inspired.
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**Customer Reviews**

do you think you are serious about tattooing? consider yourself a bit of an expert on it? and you don't have this book? (not even any of the other tattoo time issues?) then you should re-think and re-consider! anyone serious about tattooing, its backgrounds, its history, its important figures should have this book. and all the other four issues. they all are out on hardy marks publications; the publishing company owned and run by the great don ed hardy. whom you should know.this book was one of the main reasons why tribal tattoos became so popular again. (published back in 1982!) there are some articles in it by leo zulueta, one of the great masters, if not THE great master, of tribal tattooing. you'll find information about tattooing in samoa and borneo, pre-technology aspects of tattooing, tattooing names / letters, the swastika and its meaning in different cultures over the centuries, american tattooer paul rogers, and one of the greatest and most important american tattoo artists ever: sailor jerry collins.plus, this is good for reference but bad for your bank account,
there are a lot of suggestions for further reading! (i ended up spending over $100 on books recommended here.) if you already do know in-depth about the subjects covered in this book, then maybe it is not for you. but still, imho, all the tattoolime issues are a must-have in any serious collector's library. i keep checking them for all kinds of references. it's a shame harry marks are not planning on doing any more issues.
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